
	  

	  

 

Extra! Extra! Reviving the Living Newspaper! 
 

ENGL 184: Contemporary Political Drama-Midterm Project Assignment 
Professor Emily Klein, Saint Mary’s College, ek7@stmarys-ca.edu  
 

Overview 

For this assignment (5-6 pages minimum) you will develop your own concept for a modern-day Living 
Newspaper. For your thematic focus, you should pick some social or political issue that you wish to explore and 
critique. You should also have a goal in mind for the outcome you wish to inspire in your audience, even if it’s 
merely to unify a community or increase critical thinking about a topic. This multi-part project requires you to 
script a short scene, stage a reading for class with your colleagues, and write a longer theoretical explanation of 
your work. You should place the emphasis of your scene analysis on explaining your scene’s goals, its formal, 
stylistic qualities, and its theoretical orientation. Especially important is your ability to explain which elements 
of the Federal Theatre’s Living Newspaper format you will uphold or reject, and which innovative contributions 
you will add.  Another way of thinking of this assignment is that it demands that you demonstrate your 
understanding not only of how a Depression-era Living Newspaper scene was constructed, but also how activist 
theatre can be grounded in the theoretical approaches of scholars like Brecht, Elam, and Boal. The components 
of this task are laid out in detail below.  

Component one: Scripting a scene 

You should create one short scene with characters, dialogue, and stage directions.  This scene only needs to be 
1-2 pages long, like the short scenes in Triple-A Plowed Under. You may use a maximum of three credible, 
scholarly outside sources if you wish to incorporate factual data. You must describe the characters, setting, and 
technical elements in your scene. Think of yourself as the playwright; you must provide the director any 
necessary info to properly stage your vision. We will hold staged readings of these scenes in class, and 
beforehand we’ll discuss the (very simple) elements, criteria, and expectations for basic staged readings.  

Component two: Writing up your critical analysis 

This piece of critical commentary should be 3-4 pages long. It should be written in essay form with a thesis, 
body paragraphs, and a conclusion. In it, you should describe the following elements of your scene: 

• Its social or political goals 
• The Living Newspaper conventions it uses and the ones it revises, disrupts or rejects (including 

conventions of characterization, set design, dialogue, scripting, etc.) 
• How it employs at least two aspects of the dramatic theory we have read. In other words, describe how 

the scene is ‘Brechtian, Elamian or Boalian.’ Describe the ways you borrow facets of epic theatre, 
alienation, social realism, ritual theatre, theatre of the oppressed, etc. to inspire your work. Be specific 
and detailed in this description. 

• What do you think are the strengths and weaknesses of your scene and your theoretical approach? What 
makes your scene likely or unlikely to achieve its intended outcomes?  

Remember to follow MLA guidelines for formatting and include a Works Cited list at the end of your project.  


